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POOBAH
& Grand Poobah

The Poobah (Standard size) and Grand Poobah (ADA size)
are Toilet Tech’s flagship toilet structures designed for
backcountry and remote frontcountry sites. The structures
are prefabricated, require little to no maintenance, and flat
pack on a pallet. The fiberglass materials are lightweight,
non-corrosive, and incredibly durable.

Made in the USA
Fully prefabricated and sectional
Assembles in one day with two people
Heavy duty, 4-season use
Withstands high snow and wind loads
Superior to concrete (cost, ease of construction, required 
maintenance)

Rocky Flats Campground, WA
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Standard (Poobah) or ADA-sized (Grand Poobah)
Decompose or Waste Away toilet system
Numerous wall material choices
Classic gable roof (below, right) or shed roof (below, 
left)
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All structural materials are fiberglass reinforced plastic
(FRP), which will not corrode, rot, or decompose. Each
piece is no more than 8’ long and can be handled by two
people. All hardware is stainless steel. Toilet Tech offers
a 5-year warranty on all materials in the structure.

The Poobah and Grand Poobah integrate seamlessly
with Toilet Tech’s fiberglass Decompose Vault and
Behind-the-Wall (BTW) urine-diverting conveyor toilet to
create an environmentally-friendly, odor-free, and
pleasant outhouse experience. With all materials and
tools on site, the structure can be erected in one day
with two people.

Inside the Poobah, a BTW conveyor toilet moves solid
waste through the rear wall of the toilet structure for
decomposition by soil invertebrates. Urine is plumbed
through the rear wall or through the floor to a local
dispersion field for treatment. A door on the back side of
the toilet structure allows operators to access the
conveyor belt for maintenance while keeping solid waste
separated from the public.

Materials

Design

Options

Deschutes State Park, OR

Meuller State Park, CO

Kids Camp, WA
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